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Abstract

The Phenoscape project has developed ontology-based tools and a knowledge base that enables the integration and discovery of phenotypes across species from the scientific literature. The Phenoscape TraitFest 2023 event aimed to promote innovative applications
that adopt the capabilities supported by the data in the Phenoscape Knowledgebase and its corresponding semantics-enabled tools, algorithms and infrastructure. The event brought together 26 participants, including domain experts in biodiversity informatics, taxonomy and phylogenetics and software developers from various life-sciences programming toolkits and phylogenetic software projects, for an intense four-day collaborative software coding event. The event was designed as a hands-on workshop, based on the Open Space Technology methodology, in which participants self-organise into subgroups to collaboratively plan and work on their shared research interests. We describe how the workshop was organised, the projects developed and outcomes resulting from the workshop, as well as the challenges in bringing together a diverse group of participants to engage productively in a collaborative environment.
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Introduction

Trait data that are amenable to computational data science, including computation-driven discovery, remain relatively new to science. Efficiently repurposing, integrating and mining the vast stores of trait data have long been hampered by the limited amount of data accessible in standard formats and by the challenges involved with enabling machines to compute data that are largely recorded in natural language. A variety of resources have been developed to address these challenges, including powerful knowledge representation technologies (Mungall et al. 2007), shared domain ontologies (Haendel et al. 2014), very fast machine reasoners (Kazakov et al. 2013, Glimm et al. 2014) and various tools accelerating the construction of large databases of ontology-linked phenotype data (knowledge bases; Thessen et al. (2020)). The results emerging from these advances provide new opportunities for computation-driven data science with trait data. For biodiversity research, a unique resource of data science-enabled trait data is the Phenoscape Knowledgebase (KB), a datastore of vertebrate morphological traits linked to terms drawn from formal ontologies and, thus, represented in a structured and fully computable form.

Since 2007, the NSF-funded Phenoscape project*1 has focused on transforming natural language descriptions of comparative traits into computable formats using knowledge representation and discovery technologies, in particular, ontologies and semantic technologies (Dahdul et al. 2010, Dececchi et al. 2015, Mabee et al. 2018), with the goal of rendering the descriptions interoperable and recombinable (Mabee et al. 2012) and linking phenotypes to candidate genes (Edmunds et al. 2015) and gene networks (Fernando et al. 2023). The project's outcomes include the creation of resources, such as the Phenoscape KB (Balhoff and Phenoscape Project Team 2016), tools for curating and staging data and ontologies (Balhoff et al. 2010, Balhoff et al. 2014), as well as visual and programmatic query interfaces.
The Phenoscape KB is an online resource that contains evolutionarily-relevant phenotypic trait data from over 250 comparative morphology studies to date and with a primary focus on the vertebrate fin-to-limb transition and comparative fish morphology (Mabee et al. 2018). The KB includes natural language phenotype descriptions annotated with terms from formal ontologies. By using ontologies for morphological, spatial and other knowledge domains, the KB links genotypes to phenotypes from genetic perturbation studies of model organisms, such as zebrafish, the African clawed frog, and mouse, as well as to human genetic disease. These semantic linkages enable the discovery of relationships between traits that were previously unknown using traditional methods, as the logic underlying ontologies can infer relationships (Edmunds et al. 2015, Manda et al. 2015, Mabee et al. 2018).

The KB also offers an application programming interface (API) that enables exploration of connections amongst traits and between taxonomic groups. These include access to machine-reasoning-based algorithms, such as presence/absence reasoning for characters and states that are implied by, but not necessarily asserted in, original studies (Dececchi et al. 2015). For example, a phenotype described in literature for the count of supporting rays in the dorsal fin implies the presence of a dorsal fin in the organism and this latter phenotype is inferred by machine-reasoning in the Phenoscape KB. The KB also provides access to algorithms that find candidate genes for evolutionary phenotypes by connecting ontology-annotated evolutionary phenotypes for vertebrates with model organism genetic data; for example, a KB query for the phenotype 'scale, absent' will return candidate genes eda and edar from semantically similar gene phenotypes in zebrafish (Mabee et al. 2018, Edmunds et al. 2015).

Phenoscape's current subproject, Semantics for Comparative Analysis of Trait Evolution (SCATE), is developing tools that use the KB's data and computational capabilities to assist in analyses of trait evolution (Tarasov et al. 2019, Porto et al. 2022). This is achieved by providing comparative trait analysis tools with easy access to KB data, notably in the form of dependency matrices representing prior knowledge about anatomy (e.g. the presence of a dorsal fin ray is dependent on the presence of a dorsal fin) and semantic similarity matrices, based on semantic distance between phenotypes (Lapp et al. 2022, Porto et al. 2023).

At present, the Phenoscape KB primarily focuses on semantically-encoded vertebrate phenotypes, while the SCATE project centres on developing ontology-enhanced tools and techniques for assisting in phylogenetic comparative analyses. The infrastructure and toolset developed by Phenoscape and SCATE hold enormous potential for broader applications beyond vertebrate systems. To fully leverage this potential, broader adoption of Phenoscape/SCATE resources is needed by users and taxonomic experts from diverse communities. However, writing semantic descriptions of traits is a bottleneck for ontology-based knowledge bases (Dahdul et al. 2015). To expedite creation of semantic descriptions, machine-readable text-mining applications are needed to extract key words and these tools need to be better aligned with automated image recognition tools for extracting phenotypic information and metadata. Doing so will enable more comprehensive
and efficient analysis of phenotype data across a wider range of organisms and scientific domains.

In response to these challenges, Phenoscape/SCATE hosted TraitFest 2023, a global workshop held at the Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, from 23-26 January 2023. The primary objective of the event was to engage potential users and contributors to the data and infrastructure provided by Phenoscape/SCATE, as well as developers of methods, especially in comparative phylogenetics and related fields. We aimed to include users whose research could benefit from computable semantics-based capabilities and whose taxonomic communities have already developed the necessary baseline knowledge representation infrastructure not currently present in the Phenoscape KB, such as for Arthropoda (Yoder et al. 2010, Balhoff et al. 2013, Girón et al. 2023). We also sought to engage those interested in developing tools or workflows, particularly those using machine-learning for natural-language and image processing. The goal was to foster a diverse community of users and contributors who can leverage the full potential of the Phenoscape/SCATE infrastructure and data for their research.

Here, we describe our approach to organising the event as a collaborative hands-on unconference-style workshop, based on the Open Space Technology (OST) methodology (Owen 2008). In the OST method, participants self-organise into groups to collaboratively tackle self-selected projects. We also describe challenges and successes in bringing together participants with completely different skills, areas of expertise and interests, to work together in a short amount of time to generate project ideas and contribute meaningfully and productively during the workshop. We focused on devoting time during the workshop to learning activities (e.g. bootcamps) to share specialised knowledge, such as ontologies or machine-learning. We also describe the outcomes of the projects developed during the workshop.

**Organisation**

To facilitate inclusive decision-making and task sharing, an organising committee was assembled to include individuals broadly resembling the anticipated audience for the event. The full list of participants, including the organisers with their fields of expertise and interests can be found on the workshop wiki*2. Likewise, for the event, we aimed to gather a diverse group of individuals, including diversity in expertise from relevant fields like evolutionary biology, ecology, biodiversity science, biomedical sciences, bioinformatics, data science, machine-learning and computer science. We sought researchers, software/tool developers, training/documentation specialists and visual and data interaction designers.

We invited people two ways: targeted invitations sent by members of the organising committee and by an open call for applications. We posted an open call for participation*5 on Twitter and biology-related mailing lists (i.e. evoldir and ECOLOG-L). Our criteria for selecting participants from the pool of applications included the following: 1) expertise in Insecta, ontologies or machine-learning; 2) motivation to learn or use Phenoscape in
research; 3) contribution to diversity such as demography, perspective or background; 4) contribution to knowledge in invertebrates or computational expertise. The 18 invited participants (including one remote) and six members of the organising committee and two Phenoscape participants included international participants from Finland, the United Kingdom and Italy.

In advance of the workshop, participants were asked to complete several tasks that would help them prepare for the meeting and maximise the time available at the meeting for organising groups and working on group projects. It was critical to familiarise participants with the very wide range of interests and expertise held by the larger group and to provide a platform for participants to propose ideas ahead of the workshop. We set up a GitHub repository,* which included a wiki* for participant materials and information. An email, sent two weeks before the start of the workshop, outlined specific tasks for participants to complete before the start of the meeting. These included filling in their information, including expertise and interests, in the participants' table on the wiki page. We also asked that participants create and/or contribute to an issue on the repository discussing a research idea, funding opportunity, data source(s), bootcamp and/or technology to be developed. The issue tracker helped the organisers understand the participants' interests, skills needed for different ideas, knowledge gaps and where to have bootcamps. On the wiki, we also had a code of conduct,* various resources and an agenda.* Participants were advised that they should actively contribute or learn and to conceive project ideas that would take advantage of the workshop's unique opportunities to collaborate with fellow participants (including organisers).

We also set up a Slack channel for general information (SCATE TraitFest) and invited all participants and relevant RENCI meeting logistics personnel. Participants were encouraged to use Slack before the meeting, for example, to arrange shared transportation from the airport, during the meeting to share resources and after the meeting to continue collaborations.

Overview of activities

The meeting was organised around the Open Space Technology (OST) concept in open science (Owen 2008). In the OST methodology, participants self-organise into groups, based on common interests and work together towards shared goals or outcomes. Our meeting had such a broad research audience that predefining tasks or topics for the workshop was nearly impossible, which is why we opted for OST. With OST, participants have the freedom to plan their own activities, in contrast to pre-planned conferences where organisers schedule speakers in advance. This approach empowers participants to take control of the event and reduces the need for extensive pre-planning. In our implementation of OST for this event, the organisers transitioned into the role of participants as the event neared.

The workshop agenda* was developed to prioritise work time and learning opportunities. After introductions and a keynote presentation by Tanya Berger-Wolf (Ohio State
University) about the Imageomics Institute, participants engaged in two rounds of Open Space group pitches on the first day. In the first round, participants pitched an idea for a research project, funding proposal or technological development. These were written on large post-it notes, hung around the room and subsequently grouped by topic. The next round required participants to identify which ideas they were interested in. Participants needed to choose one main idea and an idea needed more than two people to move forward, with an eye towards a maximum of eight ideas (based on the number of people and time available) to develop during the workshop. This required a round of conversations between participants who did not pitch an idea and those who did, as well as between leaders of ideas to potentially consolidate and synergise plans.

The final, self-assembled groups then developed projects with potential products or available datasets in mind (see Results). Participants were guided in their work by following predefined rules that were sent in an email: self-organise, share knowledge and be proactive and productive. We worked on the projects and reported on progress at the end of each day. Groups were encouraged to create shared resources that were FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable; Wilkinson et al. (2016)) and open, such as GitHub repositories. Groups created channels on Slack to aid in sharing information and organising. At the end of the workshop, we provided a final report that is encapsulated in the results section of this document.

Ad hoc bootcamp sessions for training or information sharing during the first couple of days of the workshop were also encouraged. Bootcamps were participant-requested, short, informal sessions led by participants in their area of expertise. Bootcamp topics included: ontologies and Phenoscape KB tools led by J. Balhoff; machine-learning from images led by A. Porto; curation of matrix-based phenotypic descriptions using Phenex (Balhoff et al. 2014)* led by W. Dahdul; Phenoscript* for the creation of semantic species descriptions led by S. Tarasov; phylogenetic comparative methods led by J. Keating; and the development of the Ontology for the Insect SkeletoMuscular System* led by J. Girón.

A few days after the workshop, we shared a survey to learn the perceptions of the participants and how successful and productive the methodologies were.

**Results**

The eight projects pursued by participants during the workshop are summarised below.

**Project I: Images to Traits**

**Problem to solve:** Images are constantly being generated in biodiversity research as an important source of information about characteristics (traits) of organisms and in the ongoing digitisation of biological collections. However, extracting trait information from those images is generally time-consuming, if even possible, such that humans cannot keep up with the volume of images generated daily. Thus, the trait information encoded in those images remains 'dark' (Marshall et al. 2018) and is never digitised to machine-processable data. This group was interested in exchanging information about using images as a source
of trait information and learning the state-of-the-art in image processing for machine-learning tasks (such as trait extraction), data and processing documentation and metadata standards.

**Approach:** The group of people included a botanist (I. Borokini), an entomologist (J. Girón) and two informaticians (B. Altintas and X. Wang). B. Altintas and X. Wang have generated pipelines for trait annotations in fishes, along with public views of these data. This group determined that the first thing needed was a paper compiling resources used for the different aspects of generating and using images, especially for machine-learning approaches. They spent time learning from each other the "why" and "how" they generate and process images for their work.

**Results of the workshop:** Along with the participation of several other workshop participants, they put together a document with a list of resources, tools and considerations when generating and using images for research in biodiversity. This document is available as a Google Doc and linked in the workshop's GitHub repository. They also started drafting the manuscript to tie together all these resources, but did not manage to pass beyond the introduction, as the nature of the workshop itself diverted the attention of group members to other projects, where their expertise was needed.

**Future directions/plans/recommendations:** Their plan is to keep working on the resources paper, from the point of view of both the biologist, who generates and uses images for particular purposes (often illustrative) and from the informatician's point of view, who knows the standards and processes needed to extract data out of those images in a format amenable for downstream computation. In addition, a discussion with a broader group of participants around the topic of documentation and metadata standards for image annotations became an after-workshop endeavour (M.A. Balk, W. Dahdul, J. Girón, A. Porto). This sub-group wants to engage the broader biodiversity standards and bio-ontologies communities in this conversation about documentation, metadata and standards (including AudioVisual Core and tracking changes to an image in preparation for inclusion in AI pipelines) and possibly publish, at least an opinion piece, about the discussions had on the topic during the workshop.

**Project II: Automated quantification of video and image files**

**Problem to solve:** Research in the biological sciences is driven by a desire to provide important context and mechanisms for phenomena seen across the natural world. A common approach across and between disciplines is to assess the presence/absence of a trait (morphological, behavioural), by measuring and comparing the trait(s) of interest to establish a correlation. Regardless of the organism in question, the ability to generate reliable and readily comparable (homologous) measurements is critical to better understand the processes that influence the evolution of our ecosystems. However, data collection is often the most time and resource intensive period of many biological studies, due to a lack of access to specimens (e.g. lack of travel funds) and/or time required to learn measurement protocols and to determine viable, useful measurements within and across taxa. Data can be obtained from recorded images or videos from the organisms of
interest. The goals of this project are to expedite the process of data acquisition and implement machine-learning approaches to automate the collection of measurements from large datasets. With faster, but still reliable data collection, researchers can focus more on processing and modelling.

**Approach:** This group was split into behavioural (video data) and morphological (image data) subgroups. As the primary focus of this group was acquisition of data, the group included many of the most junior individuals at the workshop, those who are still acquiring data for various research projects, including four graduate students (B. Khakurel, C. Charpentier, C. Lawrence, L. Yan) and one postdoctoral research fellow (B. Wynd). For each subgroup, the primary approach and goal of the workshop was to develop pipelines using existing tools to quantify morphology and behaviour. As these workshops tend to be short and communication can dwindle afterwards, the group prioritised the development of the pipelines to facilitate research and allow for continued development after the conclusion of the workshop. An additional, but secondary goal, for the image-subgroup was to evaluate the utility of point- (landmark) versus line- (vector) based approaches to quantifying measurements (Thewlis et al. 2019) and which method minimises variance, while still adequately quantifying the trait in question.

**Results of the workshop:** Both subgroups were able to establish working pipelines to assess their training datasets (which they brought with them).

The image subgroup was interested in generating landmarks and extracting linear measurements for teeth (B. Wynd, C. Charpentier, B. Khakurel). They were able to generate measurements on a training dataset of 50 images (both landmark and linear measurements) and then used ML-morph (Porto and Voje 2020) to train the ML-morph machine-learning model to generate measurements for a full dataset of ~150 images. An overview of the pipeline (Fig. 1) is available at the workshop’s GitHub repository.*11 Importantly, immediate results indicate that the training dataset was too small and the estimated measurements were, thus, not reliable. However, the pipeline is fully functional and only requires further manipulation by the image subgroup to evaluate necessary training sample sizes to provide confident quantification of images.

The video subgroup was able to generate video annotations using DeepLabCut (Nath et al. 2019) for different parts of butterflies while feeding on a flower (C. Lawrence). This subgroup started by hand-annotating a few videos collected from the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. These annotations were then used to train a model. The model performed well and managed to annotate the desired body parts on multiple individuals. These videos were then passed to OpenCV (Bradski 2000), an open source computer vision software library, to detect an ArUco tag (i.e. an identifier for each individual in a multi-animal setup) that had been placed on the underside of the butterfly’s wing. While the annotations resolved well across different butterfly videos, the ArUco tag was not detected. However, the attempts to: (i) annotate videos of butterfly behaviour using DeepLabCut and (ii) place ArUco tags on butterflies and track them, were the first of their kind.
Another effort this subgroup undertook was sifting through courtship behaviour data collected on jumping spiders (L. Yan). Key body parts of male spiders were labelled using DeepLabCut as well and fixed body parts were used for landmarks for procrustes analysis (a shape analysis that accounts for and unifies the same object appearing at different angles, size and angles in images/videos while removing the effect of size) to account for variations in spider shape and video variations. Having quantified the different types of spider behaviour into a multi-dimensional space, based on posture coordinates and primary motion measurements, this subgroup sought a way to code the space by stereotypical behavioural units. To do this, they reduced the dimensionality of the data to two dimensions for easier visualisation and for performing clustering algorithms. Several clustering algorithms (e.g. k-means (Hartigan and Wong (1979)), hierarchical clustering (Johnson 1967)) were performed to group similar types of behaviour together and separate distinct types. They used a watershed algorithm in patternize (an R programming package; Van Belleghem et al. (2017)) to draw boundaries around distinct groups of behaviour (clusters). While they were able to generate clusters and segment basic units, interpreting the results was not possible before the end of the workshop.

**Future directions/plans/recommendations:** The data quantification project group has plans to continue annotating their biological data (images and videos) for use as training datasets. The image subgroup will be looking to publish a manuscript focusing on the pipeline and requirements for the training dataset, best practices in automating measurements and an assessment of the variance in linear- versus landmark-based
measurements. The present goal is to publish a manuscript led by (and part of the dissertation of a graduate student) C. Charpentier. This manuscript will be a small step forward in the application of machine-learning to expedite the data collection process in landmark-based analyses of image data. The video subgroup will further look into details in quality control of annotated landmarks, especially inconsistencies between frames, to generate more accurate annotations that capture the differences between types of behaviour instead of filming methods (e.g. noisy background, individual size and angle differences). Additionally, it is important to develop a measure to account for consistent ArUco tag tracking with the presence of attenuation of the tag when the video is filmed at varied angles. The video group worked mostly with videos taken from natural or inconsistent backgrounds, representing the majority of animal behaviour recordings. Despite its prevalence, it is more challenging for automatic quantification than analysing model species and uniform background. The pipeline is aimed to be broadly applicable to naturalistic video-data quantification and set the stage for higher resolution of behaviour categorisation.

**Project III: A Graph Approach to Understand Complexity in Species**

**Problem to solve:** Complexity in living systems is an elusive concept usually defined in terms of a raw number of constituent elements, how they connect to each other and the number of hierarchical levels in which those elements can be organised. One alternative technique to describe such systems is to use graphs with anatomical entities represented as nodes and the relationships between them as edges. The goal is to use these constructed graphs as an approach to assess complexity across the tree of life. Over the course of the workshop, the group (D. Sasso Porto, E. Alhajjar, H. Lapp and J. N. Keating) developed a pilot pipeline for achieving such a task.

**Approach:** To develop and test our pipeline, this group retrieved the phylogenetic character matrix from Mirande (2018)—a morphological study of fishes in the family Characidae—as available in the Phenoscape Knowledgebase (KB) using the rphenoscape R package (Lapp et al. 2022). The data from the Phenoscape KB comprises semantic phenotypes; i.e. phylogenetic characters in which anatomical entities and their qualities are annotated with ontology terms. All anatomical entities connected by part_of relations were extracted from the semantic phenotypes and employed to build a graph of dependencies (Fig. 2A) using the igraph R package (Csardi and Nepusz 2006). The graph was polarised by the addition of a ‘root’ vertex: an invariable entity from which all other entities are dependent (e.g. multicellular organism). Indirect dependencies were removed using the remove_indirect() function from the rphenoscape package (Lapp et al. 2022). The group used four graph-based metrics to characterise the complexity of each subgraph representing the anatomy of an individual species. These were: number of vertices (the number of anatomical entities present in a phenotype), number of edges (the number of direct dependencies in a phenotype), mean path distance to root vertex (the mean number of nested dependencies) and edge density (the ratio of the number of edges to the maximum possible number of edges, a measure of the integration of anatomical entities by dependencies). These metrics were used as data for each extant species to evaluate different ways to reconstruct the evolution of ‘complexity’ using standard phylogenetic
comparative methods, such as those implemented in the phytools R package (Revell 2011). For a proof-of-concept to illustrate the proposed framework, we employed a simple ancestral state reconstruction using a topology extracted from the fishtree package (Chang et al. 2019), analysed under Brownian motion (Fig. 2B), as implemented by the function `contmap` from phytools.

Results of the workshop: We created a pilot pipeline, PhenoNet, to study the evolution of complexity. The pipeline is available as an R script in the TraitFest2023 repository. Using this new tool, we were able to create many graphs to validate our assumptions and test the new tool.

Future directions/plans/recommendations: The pipeline developed in the workshop used semantic data from the Phenoscape KB as the pilot study; this pipeline can be applied to any dataset for which anatomical entities can be annotated with ontology terms from an anatomy ontology (e.g. Uberon; Mungall et al. (2012)), Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology (HAO; Yoder et al. (2010)), Ontology for the Anatomy of Insect SkeletoMuscular System (AISM; Girón et al. (2023)). Graph-based representations of organismal anatomy open new opportunities for exploring alternative metrics to assess not only complexity, but also similarity amongst phenotypes of organisms.
Projects IV, V & VI: Trait Repository: Creating a “GenBank” for Phenotypic Data

Problem to solve: Numerous individuals and projects display a keen interest in the study of phenotypes, encompassing morphological, anatomical, ecological and physiological characteristics. These traits play a crucial role in various fields, such as phylogenetic, evo-devo, population and ecological research. The scientific community has a few, emergent resources dedicated to trait data, for example, the Functional Trait Resource for Environmental Studies (FuTRES) datastore (Balk et al. 2022) and Open Traits Network (Gallagher et al. 2020). Open Traits Network is akin to Dryad, registering trait databases and datasets; FuTRES is akin to GenBank®, which is a searchable datastore for trait data measured on individual organisms or specimens and where trait measurements are defined by anatomical terms structured in an ontology. FuTRES interacts with other repositories like the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and OpenContext and currently only accepts linear trait data, leaving a need for integration of other types of trait data (e.g. ordinal, character, behavioural) and at different levels of biotic organisation (e.g. population).

The ideal repository would possess the following key features:

- **Inclusivity:** It should readily accept a diverse range of traits, including phenotypic, ecological and distributional data, from all taxonomic groups.
- **User-friendly query service:** The repository should offer a user-friendly interface that allows researchers to effortlessly query and retrieve essential phenotypic information for a given taxon or specimen.
- **Interoperability:** To enhance collaboration and data integration, the repository must be compatible with existing platforms like GenBank and GBIF, ensuring seamless interaction with other essential repositories.

Approach: Our group was composed of ontologists (J. Balhoff, M.A. Balk, P. Mabee), ontology-oriented entomologists (J. Girón, I. Mikó, G. Montanaro, M. Rossini, K. C. Seltmann, S. Tarasov) and ecologists (I. Fluck, A. Espindola). To address this issue, we developed a prototype repository named PhenoRepo* and populated it with relevant use cases.

In order to assess PhenoRepo’s functionality, we chose to focus on two insect groups: Coleoptera (beetles) and Hymenoptera (bees, ants and wasps). The Coleoptera dataset mainly consisted of species of dung beetles, while the Hymenoptera dataset included various bee species, such as *Agapostemon texanus* Cresson, 1872 (family Halictidae),*15* *Chalepogenus caeruleus* (Friese, 1906) (family Apidae),*16* as well as species from the wasp genera *Gryonoides* (family Scelionidae)*17* and *Cephus* (family Cephidae).*18*

Bees were chosen as an exemplary group due to their crucial role as pollinators and the concerning global decline they are facing (Koh et al. 2015). Consequently, ecologists and evolutionary biologists prioritise their study. However, the underlying reasons for declines specific to certain bee taxa or regions remain poorly understood, hindering effective conservation efforts (Menz et al. 2011). Although substantial data on bees exist (Seltmann...
et al. 2021), they are scattered across various formats and lack a unified means of translation into semantic statements or computable repositories until PhenoRepo’s development.

**PhenoRepo Design.** Using a semantic approach to describe phenotypes (employing terms sourced from relevant ontologies) has proven to be a potent tool for rendering phenotypes understandable and accessible to computers (Balhoff et al. 2010, Balhoff et al. 2013, Balhoff et al. 2014, Vogt 2019). PhenoRepo adopts this approach to great effect and is modelled after the FuTRES ontological backbone and triple store (see Balk et al. (2022)). An elementary piece of data (= phenotypic observation) in PhenoRepo represents an ontology individual (i.e. an instance or concrete object) that may be linked with other individuals via object, data or annotation properties. In this way, phenotypes are expressed as knowledge graphs and PhenoRepo exhibits a set of these knowledge graphs in the form of OWL (Web Ontology Language)*15 files that may be submitted by users. OWL is the standard file format for ontologies. PhenoRepo OWL files are converted to RDF (Resource Description Framework)*20 format and represent a triplestore that can be queried using SPARQL (a query language for RDF).*21 Users may download the query output, which represents particular traits for certain taxa, to their computers for further analysis. In order to facilitate prototyping, PhenoRepo is currently available as a GitHub repository, where authorised users can upload data using standard GitHub workflows.

**Submitting Data to PhenoRepo.** To contribute trait data to PhenoRepo, users are required to represent their data semantically in the form of knowledge graphs. While these graphs can be constructed using the widely-used Protégé software, it may not be the most straightforward approach. Instead, we recommend using specialised software designed explicitly for this purpose, as follows:

- **Phenex:** Users should employ Phenex to describe morphological traits in the format of character matrices (Balhoff et al. 2010, Balhoff et al. 2014).
- **Phenoscript:** For morphological or ecological traits, written as character statements, Phenoscript is the preferred software to use (Mikó et al. 2021).
- **ROBOT templates:** When dealing with custom, medium-sized phenotypes, users can rely on ROBOT templates to facilitate the conversion into knowledge graphs (Jackson et al. 2019).

By utilising these specialised tools, users can effectively construct semantic knowledge graphs, making the process of submitting trait data to PhenoRepo more efficient and seamless.

**Results of the workshop:** We created the instance-based repository PhenoRepo, a repository of semantic traits for any phenotype, including morphological, ecological and environmental data. Users were able to upload OWL files to the PhenoRepo GitHub repository.

PhenoRepo was tested with data from diverse sources, including two Darwin Core-formatted (Darwin Core Task Group 2009, Wieczorek et al. 2012) bee datasets.
Specifically, we mapped Darwin Core specimen occurrence data to existing ontologies and converted the comma-delimited files to Phenoscript. Once in Phenoscript, the statements were further converted into OWL files and uploaded to the PhenoRepo for indexing into the repository. To achieve this objective, the Darwin Core catalogNumber* had to be included in Phenoscript syntax. The Darwin Core catalogNumber serves as an identifier for specimens within a dataset and its inclusion allows for referencing specimen-specific information within Phenoscript.

Additionally, we wrote a workflow and infrastructure to apply reasoning to the data. Environmental data and measurement data were also converted into Phenoscript format, which then was converted to OWL and uploaded to PhenoRepo. These Phenoscript files were also converted to human-readable Markdown syntax, which may be included in journal publications. We also managed to convert character matrices annotated in Phenex into PhenoRepo by using a custom Python script. Example input and output files can be found on the PhenoRepo and in our workshop presentation.*

**Future directions/plans/recommendations**: There is a significant need to expand our ability to include trait and phenotype data within a semantic framework. To do so, ontology resources need to be expanded and additional effort aligning existing ontologies is needed to make inferences across taxa. Already, M.A. Balk is working with the Ontology of Biological Attributes (OBA; Stefancsik et al. (2023)) and the Uber Anatomy Ontology ( Uberon; Mungall et al. (2012)) to add trait terms. One of the major constraints that remains in producing semantic descriptions is the lack of standard logical models for describing specific types of phenotypes. As a result, rapid phenotypic descriptions are hindered, a problem that can only be resolved if the entire community is involved in the development of such models and standards.

Indeed, PhenoRepo was a successful proof of concept, demonstrating a broader approach to taxon-independent phenotype database and workflow; however, more effort is needed to describe functional traits (Violle et al. 2007), map them to existing ontologies or create novel ontologies. The trait repository working group has plans to continue creating use cases for traits, including bee traits, which can provide additional use cases for Phenoscript. In the short term, group members held a symposium at the 10th Congress of International Society of Hymenopterists* and to include Phenoscript uploaded to PhenoRepo in a manuscript describing bee functional traits.

**Project VII: Image extraction from literature**

**Problem to solve**: Images are a useful tool in the biological sciences to convey visual information about organisms, including anatomical features and contrasting differences between species. The scientific literature contains many potentially useful images of organisms and, often, an accompanying caption with relevant textual information, such as a scale or trait descriptions. The ability to extract images and their accompanying captions can potentially greatly increase the amount of trait information accessible to researchers through resources, such as the Phenoscape KB. Our goal is to create a workflow to extract images and captions from PDFs into usable formats that can be used downstream to mine
captions for anatomical terms and automatically annotate traits from images by using a machine-learning pipeline like ML-morph (Porto and Voje 2020) or ChatGPT. The group focused their efforts on the literature pertaining to Bryozoa, the phylum of colonial aquatic invertebrates composed of modular units called zooids, as both A. Porto and M.A. Balk have the resources and interest in this group.

**Approach:** The group included participants with expertise or interest in ontologies and Phenoscape (M.A. Balk, W. Dahdul, J. Balhoff, D. Sasso Porto), a machine-learning expert (A. Porto) and persons interested in ChatGPT (A. Porto, J. Balhoff).

Both goals of this project required the extraction of images and captions from a collection of PDFs pertaining to bryozoans. A literature search previously compiled by A. Porto was used as the image and text corpus. As a test run, the most recent literature from 2016–2021 (441 PDFs) was used as these papers were more likely to have a standardised format and are computer-readable with Optical Character Recognition text. To extract images and captions from PDFs, they used PDFFigures 2.0, a Scala-based tool developed by AllenAI.

The first goal was to extract trait terms from the textual descriptions in captions. This goal necessitated the creation of a new ontology for bryozoan anatomy and traits. The terms and species identities will feed into the Phenoscape KB to create character matrices. For the extraction of visual traits from images, we planned to utilise the machine-learning tools developed by A. Porto to automatically segment and landmark images of bryozoans (see Porto and Voje (2020), Di Martino et al. (2022)).

**Results of the workshop:**

The PDFFigures 2.0 application successfully extracted 2874 images in JPG format from the 441 PDF files. As the output images may be of different types (e.g. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images, tables, maps), they performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to group the images by type. The scripts and a demo are on the group's repository, lit-bryo. The PCA revealed that the programme did a surprisingly good job of recognising non-SEM images of bryozoans and SEM images not of bryozoans.

M.A. Balk created the Bryozoan Attribute Ontology (BAO) using the Ontology Development Kit (Matentzoglu et al. 2022) building off terms in Uberon (Mungall et al. 2012) and OBA (Ontology of Biological Attributes; Stefancsik et al. (2023)) ontologies. BAO contains 10 new terms created during the workshop related to morphological structures present on bryozoans (Table 1).

**Future directions/plans/recommendations:** The group's future plan is to create a complete workflow from image extraction to term generation and morphology analyses (Fig. 3). The next steps in realising this pipeline are to use Porto's ML pipeline to annotate traits from the extracted images and to parse their associated figure legends to capture relevant information about traits.
The group is also continuing to develop the BAO, with feedback from the OBO Foundry community (Smith et al. 2007), where the ontology will eventually be published. We plan to add new terms as needed for representing traits related to those extracted from the images and captions.

**Project VIII: ubeRsim**: an R package to implement semantic similarity methods for pairwise and profile similarity

**Problem to solve**: RPhenoscape*33 is an R package providing convenient access to the data, ontologies and semantics-based analytics offered by the Phenoscape Knowledgebase (KB). In particular, it includes methods for computing a number of widely-used semantic similarity metrics, both between pairs of ontology terms ("pairwise similarity") and between groups of terms ("profile similarity") (Pesquita et al. 2009), with different ways of aggregating the pairwise scores per group. These metrics form a key part of enabling traits to be fully computable, including for comparative phylogenetic analysis (Porto et al. 2022). However, this necessarily requires that the respective ontology is included in the Phenoscape KB and, thus, in its build pipeline. Extending this pipeline is a non-trivial undertaking, even for its maintenance team and is challenging to make responsive to the needs of researchers. In contrast, the Ubergraph*34 project has created an RDF database with a public SPARQL query endpoint, an interoperable graph data dump and a reproducible build pipeline for the large collection of ontologies under the OBO Library umbrella (Balhoff et al. 2022). The build pipeline ensures that all OWL entailments (inferences implied by, but not expressly asserted in the source ontologies) from each ontology and by the integration of ontologies are included in the RDF database through pre-reasoning and materialising the inferred axioms. Our goal was to demonstrate that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'pore chamber'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pore chamber cavity'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pore chamber plate'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'primary orifice'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'secondary orifice'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lophophore orifice'</td>
<td>BYRO:0000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lophophore opening'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lophophore feeding organ'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lophophorate feeding system'</td>
<td>BRYO:0000009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovicell</td>
<td>BRYO:0000010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Terms and identifiers for ten morphological structures of bryozoans in the new Bryozoan Attribute Ontology.
computational semantics capabilities available from within the RPhenoscape package can be implemented on top of an Ubergraph RDF database, focusing specifically on the semantic similarity metrics. If successful, this would enable researchers to use these metrics for any ontology within the OBO Library collection, eliminating a major hurdle to adoption of these capabilities beyond the domains (such as vertebrate anatomy) currently encompassed by the Phenoscape KB.

**Approach:** The group (H. Lapp, lead developer of RPhenoscape and J. Balhoff, lead developer of the Ubergraph RDF database) set out to create an R package that would re-implement the semantic similarity methods from the RPhenoscape package for both pairwise and profile similarity, by querying the public Ubergraph RDF database instance through its SPARQL endpoint.*

**Results of the workshop:** The group created a working proof-of-concept in the form of an R package tentatively called ubeRsim.* The implemented methods allow calculating graph-based (a.k.a. edge-based) semantic similarity metrics, including Jaccard* and Cosine* similarity, both for pairwise and for profile similarity. Information content-based
semantic similarity scores, such as Resnik similarity (Resnik 1995, Resnik 1999, Lord et al. 2003), require for each term the probability of encountering it, which is normally derived from the frequencies of terms in a chosen text corpus. As a resource agnostic to specific research questions and, thus, the appropriate choice of corpus, term frequencies at least at this time are not available from Ubergraph.

The algorithm implemented in RPhenoscape for calculating semantic similarity scores uses matrix multiplication, which is very efficient in R, but requires a so-called subsumer matrix

\[
(M_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } T_i \sqsupseteq T_j \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

An endpoint in the Phenoscape KB API, which RPhenoscape queries, assembles and returns this matrix from a given list of input terms. In contrast, a SPARQL query of an RDF graph (as well as an SQL query of an equivalent table of graph edges) can only return an adjacency list. ubeRsim converts this to a subsumer matrix to enable keeping the same efficient matrix multiplication-based algorithm for computing semantic similarity scores.

They compared Jaccard similarity scores obtained through the ubeRsim implementation (and, thus, from subsumption subgraphs obtained from the public Ubergraph instance) with those returned from RPhenoscape for a list of select Uberon ontology terms (vertebrate limbs and paired and unpaired fins). They found that although the similarity scores were not numerically identical, they were similar and their relative order was mostly the same. These differences can, in part, be traced back to the upper ontologies included in the pre-reasoning, which differs between the two underlying databases and in the difference of anonymous OWL class expressions (such as "part_of some X", where X is a named term in an ontology) that are materialised in the Phenoscape KB, but are not in Ubergraph as a broader-purpose resource.

**Future directions/plans/recommendations:** The major directions for taking ubeRsim from its current proof-of-concept stage to a more widely usable package in the comparative trait analysis ecosystem in R include the following: (1) generating "virtual" subsumer terms equivalent to anonymous OWL class expressions that would have been encountered as subsumers had they been materialised, so as to achieve equally discriminatory similarity scores as RPhenoscape and the Phenoscape KB; (2) providing user choice for which properties beyond subclass relationships to use for querying subsumption subgraphs; and (3) finding a mechanism or resource for obtaining broadly applicable term frequencies to enable information content-based similarity metrics.

**Postworkshop Survey Responses**

A post-workshop survey was sent to participants to understand their experience and evaluate the potential impact of the workshop. We received 10 highly positive responses to questions about whether the workshop was worth their time (4.9 average response on a 1-5 scale), whether they gained new knowledge (4.9) and whether they made connections with other participants that will enable new or better research endeavours (4.8). In free-
form responses, participants also responded positively to the OST format and valued the unstructured work time and learning opportunities. On the other hand, a desire for more time in the initial project exploration phase, scheduled bootcamps so that everyone has an opportunity to attend and the desire for more social gatherings and meals together was noted.

Discussion

Although the Phenoscape KB is broad in scope by including Uberon*12 as the backbone cross-species anatomy ontology for animals, its taxonomic focus is on vertebrates. One major goal of the workshop was to find points of convergence where tools and pipelines can be extended and made applicable across different taxonomic groups, such as invertebrates. For this reason, the target participants for the workshop were people with broadly diverse interests and backgrounds. This was certainly what made the workshop very unique, as well as challenging in some instances.

The use of Open Space Technology (OST): the good and the not so great. Giving people the freedom to choose which projects to work on and self-organise significantly distributed the weight of coordinating activities, which streamlined the flow of ideas by allowing groups to focus on particular tasks and people to shift to other projects when it seemed appropriate. By setting up the workshop wiki,*4 the list of participants*2 with their interests and background and the list of potential projects (as issues in the GitHub repository*32), we tried to get people to identify ideas and potential partners to work with, before getting together. Still, most of the self-organising took place during the workshop and that may have reduced the amount of time available for groups to work together.

Another aspect of the freedom offered by the OST format was that by working together in one place, people felt that there was time and space to get things done, even though the time was limited. For example, members within and between groups interacted with one another frequently, progressing projects along more quickly than if we were working asynchronously.

A diversity of topics for a diversity of users and backgrounds. During the introductions session, it seemed unclear how we would manage to get people with such a broad assortment of backgrounds to work together on innovating uses for the tools provided by the Phenoscape KB. Fortunately, participants came to the workshop willing to learn and share. The OST also allowed the integration of ideas originating from the different approaches to data that dissimilar expertises can bring and how the ideas became more solid by working together with people with varied perspectives.

Bootcamps: necessary distractions? The improptu bootcamps developed during the workshop made it so that all the participants went home with new knowledge besides the products of the developed projects, but, for some groups, the bootcamps distracted group members from contributing to achieving the goals of their projects. The bootcamps also
empowered participants from different backgrounds to learn and understand what skills people had and have a better idea about how to integrate them.

**Extending beyond our usual networks.** Perhaps one of the greatest achievements of the event was exposing researchers who are experts in a particular domain to explore and learn from experts with very different backgrounds from their own. As researchers, we tend to attend the same kinds of events on a repeating basis, talking primarily with those in our own field. Bringing people from diverse backgrounds together and encouraging them to work in interdisciplinary groups resulted in a unique opportunity for professional development, especially for those who are in the earlier stages of their careers. The workshop allowed everyone to be the expert and be introduced to a completely new subject.

**Conclusions**

As we believe the results and observations we report here show, developing interdisciplinary meetings can be extremely productive, with both tangible and intangible outcomes greatly outweighing the organisational costs, even if these are substantial and especially so for projects that aim to integrate across knowledge domains.

Bringing people together with complementary knowledge, skills and interests and getting them to talk to each other and teach each other towards shared research objectives, is a powerful tool to expand perspectives and helps foster a sense of community and belonging.
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